US Company Leases Tianjin Land

THE OPEN POLICY BRINGS RICH RETURNS TO SHENZHEN
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Americans Lease Tianjin Land

A contract is signed in Tianjin to lease a 5.3-kilometre land site to an American company for 70 years. Li Ruohuan, a senior Chinese Communist Party leader, says that only by continuing reform and opening to the outside world can China become prosperous and strong (p. 4).

Open Policy Brings Rich Returns

Beginning in this issue, Beijing Review will publish a series of reports on Shenzhen. In this first article, our staff reporter outlines changes the open policy has brought since the area became a special economic zone in the early 1980s (p. 11).

What Does 'The River Dies Young' Advocate?

After the TV series The River Dies Young was shown on TV in the second half of last year, it was acclaimed but many people expressed critical views. A signed article noted that owing to an inadequate background in theory, insufficient knowledge and the absence of a serious attitude, many basic propositions and judgements in the series were incorrect and even harmful. Former Chinese Party General Secretary Zhao Ziyang, however, banned publication of this article owing to his admiration for the capitalist-oriented TV series (p. 18).

The US and Bonn—A Chronic Policy Rift

NATO's summit last May made compromise on chronic disputes over defence issues between the United States and its West German ally. The dispute reflects their different national interests and differing views towards Moscow. While the United States still holds serious doubts over Soviet intention, West Germany has waivered as it warms up towards the Soviet wooing (p. 8).

A New Hope for Kampuchea

The recent Paris international conference on Kampuchea adopted the concept of a comprehensive rather than a partial settlement of the Kampuchean issue, thus opening a good beginning for a final solution (p. 7).
Americans Lease Tianjin Land

Tianjin signed a contract on August 8 leasing an area of 5.3 square kilometres to the MGM Development Company, a US-based corporation.

The leased land, which is 95 miles away from Beijing, is expected to accommodate more than 200 joint ventures and foreign firms, and to absorb an estimated investment of US$2 billion for industrial projects. MGM will pay US$3.25 for every square metre of the land. It is the largest foreign investment in Tianjin and the largest foreign contract for China since the May-June turmoil.

The contract that was signed after two years of negotiations involves land belonging to the Tianjin Economic and Technological Development Area (TEDA). Foreign investors in the MGM property scheme will receive the same preferential treatment TEDA gives to other foreigners. All projects on structure erected on the land will have to be approved by the Chinese government or by the Tianjin municipal authorities.

In co-operation with other investors, MGM will register in China while all the foreign companies will be held responsible for the construction on the land for the first five years.

When the whole project on the land site is completed, an annual 10-billion-yuan profit is expected. Also, under the contract, the entire infrastructure along with all land rights will be handed over to China when the contract expires 70 years later.

Foreign industrialists share a high regard for MGM and say it will help make China a desirable place for international investment.

Most enterprises at the Tianjin site are expected to be exporters.

The door-shaped 52-storey twin tower, to be built on the site at a cost of US$300 million during its second phase of construction, symbolizes China's open-door policy.

Li Ruiluan, member of the Chinese Communist Party Political Bureau Standing Committee and mayor of Tianjin, met on August 10 with M.G. Malekpour, president of MGM.

Li said the lease represents the biggest contract China has concluded with a foreign country since the quelling of the anti-government riot in Beijing in early June.

He said the project testifies to the continuity of China's policy of reform and its opening to the outside world.

Li said that many foreigners are worried about whether China can continue its policy of reform and openness. If they come and see the actual situation for themselves, their doubts will be dispelled, he said.

Both China's modernization drive and the Chinese people's interests call for reform and opening to the outside world, Li said.

The past 10 years of reform and opening have proved the policy's great significance in promoting modernization and improving people's lives.

If China encountered problems in the past, it was because the policy of reform and opening was not carried out well enough, Li said. And solutions to possible difficulties in the future can be found only by continuing to reform and open.

New Measures Battle Nepotism

Beijing along with nine provinces have been adopting guidelines that discourage nepotism and corruption, Renmin Ribao (People's Daily) reported on August 10.

The main thrust of the guidelines that have been brought into effect over the past few years is the prohibition of any spouse, child or relative of a Party and government leader from assuming a leadership role or being employed by departments directly under his or her charge.

The new rules are particularly targeted at local Party committees, governments, areas of discipline or public security, the courts or procuratorate organizations.

The guideline will help prevent leaders with personal ties from participating in, examining, approving or interfering in personnel appointments, dismis-
Li Urges an Orderly Economy

Chinese Premier Li Peng said that it is necessary to improve the economic environment and rectify the economic order.

After listening to a report about a recent conference of the directors of the branches of the People’s Bank of China, Li said on August 9 that this policy should not be set against the policy of reform and opening to the outside world.

He pointed out that the purpose of the rectification of the economic order is to create better conditions for reform and China's opening to the outside world and even in the process of such rectification, reform will be deepened.

The premier set three goals for the improvement of the economic environment this year: stabilizing prices, striving for a good harvest, and easing supply and demand contradictions in the markets.

Li noted that China has made fairly significant achievements in controlling prices in the first seven months of this year although prices strongly increased over the same period last year. Prices of daily commodities increased by only a small percentage and even dropped in some places, he said.

He stated that in the future, attention will be paid to the stabilization of prices of basic goods depended upon by those with below-average incomes.

Li pointed out that attempts to cut back the size of capital construction have not been successful. He said, capital construction, especially in July, is tending to expand again in some places. The funds for consumption are also increasing at a rate that is outpacing national economic growth.

The premier said the banks have played an important role in improving the economic environment and rectifying the economic order this year and they should continue to tighten the money supply.

The problem of some enterprises defaulting on bank loans is serious, Li said. When solving the problem, the premier said, the banks should focus on readjusting the structure of future loans, and also provide enough funds to meet the needs of key large and medium-sized enterprises.

Li said that the banks should also make efforts to set apart a sum for purchases of grain from the peasants this autumn.

Li pointed out that it is necessary to sort out and rectify the nation's financial companies. He said that the economic life in the country does not require so many financial companies. However, he stressed, it is necessary to be very cautious in such endeavours.

Early Start for Beijing Students

Most Beijing universities and colleges that were shut down by the April-May turmoil have started classes for the fall term early so as to give make-up classes and strengthen ideological education.

Students at the Beijing Natural Sciences and Engineering Institute, for example, are sitting in classrooms much earlier than usual. During the three days prior to the beginning of their classes, Communist Party members and other mainstays among the students were brought together to study the documents adopted at the Fourth Plenary Session of the 13th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China.

During these discussions, stu-
students were led to understand and analyze talks made by Deng Xiaoping on the connections between the past events and the macro-international and micro-domestic situations. These students also came to further understand that the anti-government rebellion was the inevitable outcome of the turmoil induced and escalated by student unrest and its harmful results.

In self-study the students conscientiously and profoundly understood their deeds and words during the days of turbulence.

In the early days of the new term, the institute announced regulations on the resumption and rectification of campus discipline that specifically ordered everyone to strictly observe the notices and decisions issued by the Beijing People's Municipal Government and the headquarters of the martial law enforcement troops in Beijing so as to help improve the capital's stability and unity.

The regulations also prohibited public speeches or any other activities that negated the four cardinal principles or went against any policy or line adopted by the Party.

All public lectures and speeches, club and political salon activities without official approval have been banned. It has been strictly prohibited to post “big character posters” or any other form of published material or bulletin for reactionary propaganda purposes.

The institute reiterated all the codes governing the management of teaching and studying and the management of student enrollment affairs. It also announced that students will not be allowed to operate illegal businesses, gamble, drink, or play mah-jong.

The institute has also adjusted the teaching programme and rearranged the courses for the students. The authorities have made a decision to strengthen such applied courses as auto repair, electrical equipment installation and maintenance and metal working so as to follow the guideline to make students both “red and expert.”

Meanwhile, the Beijing Medical College and the Beijing Aeronautics and Astronautics Institute have specially assigned three teachers to each class to help students achieve better results in their current political education.

Plans and measures have been made for the coming political and ideological education of students in Beijing University, Qinghua University, Beijing Normal University, the Chinese People's University and the Chinese University of Political Science and Law that are to start their new terms over the next few days.

Before the students returned most colleges renovated their dormitories, classrooms and dining halls so as to provide them with better study and living conditions.

News in Brief

Party Expels Yan, Bao & Wan

The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and its Party Disciplinary Inspection Committee expelled Yan Jiaqi and Bao Zunxin from the Party and from public employment on August 9.

Yan and Bao were research fellows of the academy's Institute of Politics and the Institute of History.

According to an announcement by the academy, they were expelled for stubbornly clinging to bourgeois liberalism over a long period of time. They supported and helped organize the recent counter-revolutionary rebellion in Beijing and headed the illegal “Federation of Beijing Intellectual Groups.”

On August 10 the Beijing Stone (group) Corporation and the Board of Directors of Stone New Technology Trade Company Ltd. expelled Wan Runnan from all posts in the company. Meanwhile Beijing's Haidian District People's Government has decided to dismiss him from his public employment and the district's Party committee expelled him from the Party.

According to the company, Wan, chairman of the Board of Directors and president of the Stone Corporation, was dismissed from his post because he plotted, agitated for and directly participated in the rebellion.

Yan and Wan have fled overseas to continue their anti-government activities.

Mao Portrait Attackers Sentenced

Sentences have been handed down to three Hunanese involved in hurling paint and eggs at the portrait of the late Chairman Mao Zedong at the Tiananmen rostrum in late May.

The Beijing Municipal Intermediate People's Court on August 11 sentenced Yu Zhijian, 25, a primary school teacher, to life imprisonment; Yu Dongyue, 22, a fine art sub-editor of a county newspaper, to 20 years of imprisonment; and Lu Decheng, 26, a worker, to 16 years of imprisonment.

They were charged with the crime of counter-revolutionary sabotage, propaganda and instigation. The verdict said that in the afternoon of May 23, they posted reactionary slogans they had written in the tunnel of the Tiananmen rostrum. Then they threw mixed paints held in egg shells and ink bottles at the portrait of Mao, staining the portrait and the rostrum wall.
Kampuchean Settlement Sees Good Beginning

by Ren Xin

The three-day Paris international conference on Kampuchea, in which 19 countries and Secretary General of the United Nations Javier Perez de Cuellar participated, ended its first-stage discussions with some positive results. The conference, whose task it was to end the Kampuchean war and bring national reconciliation to the nation, reached some working agreements. Under these, the United Nations will send an investigation team to Kampuchea, and three working committees are to be set up to work on four issues: international monitoring of Viet Nam's genuine, complete troop pullout; an international guarantee for Kampuchea's sovereignty, territorial integrity and neutrality; the voluntary return of refugees; and the reconstruction of the country. In addition, a special commission will be established to deal with Kampuchean national reconciliation, mainly the formation of an interim government to be composed of four sides and headed by Prince Norodom Sihanouk.

At the conference, Viet Nam and the Phnom Penh regime tried to insist on a partial rather than a total settlement to the Kampuchean issue. They did not admit that the source of the conflict was Hanoi's invasion but rather laid the blame on the "atrocities" of the Khmer Rouge. They suggested that the conference discuss only the "international aspects" of the question and that the "domestic aspect" was Kampuchea's internal affairs and outsiders should not interfere. On the composition of the future government, they favoured the repudiation and elimination of the Khmer Rouge. Finally, they rejected UN supervision.

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations and some other countries, on the contrary, demanded a comprehensive, just and reasonable settlement - that a quadrupartite coalition government be formed under the leadership of Prince Norodom Sihanouk so as to prevent a civil war after the Vietnamese pullout. Even Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze made it clear that Kampuchea should not become a second Afghanistan.

Considering these circumstances, the results of the conference are surprising and even remarkable and have already been hailed by the international community as a good beginning to the ending of the prolonged regional conflict.

In his speech at the conference, Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen said, "A genuine and complete Vietnamese troop withdrawal and the formation of a provisional quadrupartite coalition government headed by Sihanouk are the two basic factors making for a political settlement of the Kampuchean question."

The Chinese foreign minister added, "Without a genuine and complete Vietnamese troop withdrawal, there can be no peace to speak of in Kampuchea. Similarly, without removing the consequences of Vietnamese aggression after the withdrawal, Kampuchea cannot possibly enjoy any tranquility."

Speaking of Hanoi's withdrawal, Qian stressed, "Viet Nam should withdraw all its armed forces in Kampuchea, including its military advisers, disguised military personnel in the Heng Samrin forces, armed militia among the Vietnamese immigrants and also all its weapons, ammunition and other military materiel. None of these should be left behind in Kampuchea in any form, nor should they return to Kampuchea under any pretext."
or in any fashion."

He continued that China favoured the establishment of a truly effective international control mechanism and the presence of an international peacekeeping force in Kampuchea designed to exercise supervision over Vietnamese troop withdrawal, the maintenance of peace in Kampuchea and the conduct of free elections in the future.

Turning to the issue of the composition of the coalition government, Qian said, "The reality in Kampuchea today is the simultaneous presence of four political parties, each possessing its own armed forces."

He warned that attempts to bring about a monopoly of power by any single party or to reject any one party would not succeed and might very well lead to a dangerous situation.

"Following a comprehensive agreement and a genuine and complete Vietnamese troop withdrawal under international supervision, China will cease military assistance to the Kampuchean parties," the Chinese foreign minister declared.

"After the formation of the provisional quadrirapartite coalition government headed by Prince Sihanouk, China will have dealings only with that government and will respect the results of the future general elections it presides over. China is ready to work with other countries in providing an international guarantee for the independent, sovereign, neutral and nonaligned status of Kampuchea," Qian said in conclusion.

US Differs With West Germany on Major Defence Issues

by Wan Shuyu

At the summit meeting of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in May, the United States reached a compromise with West Germany and other NATO countries on the short-range missile issue which had been in dispute for quite a long time.

Washington had been insisting that the missiles deployed in West Germany be modernized immediately, while West Germany favoured the earliest possible talks with the Soviets. In the end, the United States gave ground by agreeing to postpone modernization till 1992, while West Germany and its supporters agreed that negotiations must proceed conditionally, that is, after the conventional forces of the Warsaw Pact and NATO have reached a balance.

Bonn's dispute with Washington can be explained by the Kohl cabinet's efforts to win popular support for the national elections to be held in 1990. But it also reflects some major policy differences between the West Germans and Americans in recent years, to ease the European situation are tactical and an attempt to gain Western technology and aid and win time so as to boost the sagging Soviet economy and that once these aims are achieved, his attitude will change. Fourth, Washington believes that the past expansionist policy pursued by Leonid Brezhnev was determined by the Soviet system rather than by any individual leader and so far Gorbachev has posed a challenge only to some aspects of the system and has not been able to change it effectively.

The first point of view is quite popular in the US leadership. The rest are mainly preached by two defence advisors to the Bush administration—National Security Assistant Brent Scowcroft and former Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency Robert Gates—and Defence Secretary Richard Cheney.

On the other hand, West Germany and some other West European countries believe that Gorbachev's reform and policy adjustments are a turning point in the European situation and...
the Soviet military threat no longer exists. That Europe has bid farewell to the post-war order and embarked on the road of peace and co-operation. West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl said recently, "We are now faced with an historic opportunity... West German-Soviet relations have turned the corner." West German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher said that Soviet reform had opened a new page in bilateral relations and that the cold war was over.

**Policies Towards Moscow**

The second major difference between Washington and Bonn is over policy towards the Soviet Union. After three or four months of assessment, the Bush administration has decided on the basic framework of its Soviet policy, which appears generally tougher than that of the later years of the Reagan administration. Washington's Soviet policy can be summed up as strength plus detente and uniting Western Europe against the Soviet Union, while Bonn's can be summed up as defence plus detente and uniting with the United States to pacify the Soviet Union.

The two countries obviously differ from each other on several points.

(1) The focal point of West Germany's policy is to be on good terms with Moscow while that of the United States is to urge caution.

West Germany's policy means trust and friendship towards Moscow. When the intermediate nuclear force agreement was signed, Bonn, being in great doubt and cautious, followed a policy of uniting with Washington against the Soviet Union. As time went on, Bonn's views changed and now it wants to unite with the US and seek a good relationship with Moscow.

At present, although it is im-

possible for Bonn to abandon all
cautions, it is true that trust in
Moscow has become the basis
of the relations between the two
countries.

In the words of Reuters, Bonn,
under the influence of foreign
minister, declared that it must
believe in what Gorbachev has
said.

The two countries' joint com-
munique signed on June 13 this
year expressed their desire to
strengthen their partnership.

America's idea of proceeding
with caution shows its doubt and
wariness of Moscow while at the
same time holding dialogues
with it.

During his Soviet visit in May
this year, American Secretary of
State James Baker openly at-
tacked Moscow for its actions
being contrary to its words.

Bush warned people never to
forget that the Soviet Union has
formidable military power. Def-
cence Secretary Cheney put it
more bluntly: Moscow's policy
had changed but the danger still
remained. Therefore, when talk-
ing about America's strategy,
Bush stressed the importance of
strength in the economy, diplo-
mac and in military affairs.

(2) West Germany advocates
both defence and detente,
emphasizing the latter. Its defence
policy pursues a stable and guar-
tanteed equilibrium of military
forces at the lowest possible
level.

The US prefers detente based
on strength and the superiority
of all-round national strength
vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.

Therefore, it will increase its
strength further while maintain-
detente between the West and
East.

West Germany stands for
grasping the "historic oppor-
tunity" by vigorously promoting
the trend towards detente and quick-
ening the pace of arms control
talks.

But the US favours slowing
down the detente process and
delaying arms talks except for
those on conventional weapons.

It has deliberately played down
the significance of Gorbachev's
disarmament proposals by sta-
ting that they were "positive" but
just meant to influence public
opinion in the West, and that
they were "a little step," or that
Moscow basically had accepted
the view of the West.

(3) West Germany vigorously
supports reforms in the Soviet
Union. Up to June this year,
the two countries signed 11
agreements on politics, culture
and trade and established 71
joint ventures, nearly 42 percent
of the total number of joint ven-
tures between Western countries
and the Soviet Union.

In May 1988, West Germany
offered a loan of 3.5 billion
marks (US$2.1 billion) to the
Soviet Union, equal to one fifth
of West European loans to Mos-
cow that year.

The two countries have held
talks on some large Soviet pro-
jects that require 20 billion
marks. In addition, West Ger-
mans has asked the Co-
ordinating Committee for Ex-
port Controls (COCOM) to re-
lax restrictions on technological
transfers to the Soviet Union.

The US supports Soviet reform
on certain conditions and takes
a wait-and-see attitude. The so-
called "conditions" refer to what
will give impetus to multi-party
politics, democracy and human
rights.

In trade and cultural ex-
changes, Washington has strictly
controlled loans, the supply of
strategic material and hi-tech
transfers to the Soviet Union. In
addition, it has limited West Eu-
ropean loans and technological
transfers to the Soviet Union
through COCOM.

From 1985 to 1988, Wash-
ton and Moscow signed 43 bi-
lateral agreements, but volume of
trade was at a low level. In 1987,
it was only US$2 billion, much lower than that between West Germany and the Soviet Union (15 billion marks).

(4) As to East-West relations, West Germany advocates peace in and unification of Europe including the Soviet Union. But the US stresses the solidarity of NATO and the importance of the Western alliance even more enthusiastically than before.

West Germany is still a staunch member of the Western alliance. Although it will not separate itself from NATO or change its relationship of an ally with the US in the short term, it is increasingly inclining toward the idea of Europeanism.

This is embodied in two aspects: One is to establish a new order of peace in Europe to eliminate hostility between the two blocs; the other is to support Gorbachev's "European Home" concept to restore the integration of Europe.

Although the US has suggested "the Soviet Union should be brought back into the international community," it has laid emphasis on the Atlantic idea to set off the one-Europe onslaught from the Soviet Union.

**On NATO's Defence Policy**

The US has proposed the upgrading of nuclear weapons and has stuck to the flexible response strategy based on the nuclear deterrent, which includes the modernization of short-range missiles (SNF) while reducing their number. The current Lance system with a range of 110 kilometres is to be replaced by a one more powerful system with a range of 500 kilometres. Washington wants the Warsaw Pact's advantage in conventional weapons and the SNF diminished and says negotiations on the reduction of the SNF should be held only after the elimination of Soviet superiority in conventional weapons.

It opposes the third zero option for the SNF and denuclearization in Europe.

West Germany has said that it will carry out the current strategy of NATO. But in fact it prefers weakening the nuclear armory rather than enhancing it. It advocates defensive defence (some Western experts call it the minimal nuclear deterrent).

Concretely, West Germany is not in favour of the US proposal for modernizing the SNF. Instead it favours holding immediate negotiations to reduce the SNF in the course of conventional weapon talks. It considers that at present conditions are not ripe for European denuclearization, but it by no means opposes the idea and the third zero option for the SNF.

The above differences between West Germany and the US have resulted from the following:

The new political thinking carried to Western Europe by Gorbachev has changed the views of West Germany on the Soviet Union and East-West relations.

On June 12, a Pravda special correspondent pointed out in his report on Gorbachev's West Germany visit that Bonn's social consciousness had changed under the influence of the reform in the Soviet Union.

A public opinion poll has shown that the image of the Soviet Union as an enemy is, with the passage of years, progressively fading from the minds of the majority of people in Federal Germany.

The new situation of detente between the East and West has made West Germany readjust its policy in the light of its national interests. It talks of the elimination of the threat of war, the assurance of peace and security, and the realization of the reunification of the two Germanys.

West Germany believes that Europe is witnessing a golden opportunity that also accords with its national interest. Therefore, it wants to make a quick response by readjusting its old policy.

With the growth of its economic strength and its sense of security getting stronger, West Germany is eager to improve its political position, enjoy greater independence and be more self-reliant.

---
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Notes on a Trip to Shenzhen (1)

Fruit of the Open Policy

Last May, “Beijing Review” sent two reporters to Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, the first special economic zone established in China. To understand the zone’s current situation, they interviewed various people, including the mayor, enterprise managers and foreign investors. With this issue, we begin a series about the recent developments of Shenzhen.—Ed.

by Our Staff Reporter Jing Wei

Shenzhen, a testing ground for China’s policy of reform and opening to the outside world, has had dramatic changes since it became a special economic zone in the early 1980s. Ten years ago, it was unknown; today, however, it is the focus of world attention as a stream of businessmen, investors, politicians and researchers pour continuously into the once sleepy area.

According to one government official, by the end of 1988, there were 1,900 foreign-funded enterprises in Shenzhen. Among them, there were 1,333 joint ventures, 715 co-operative enterprises and 152 exclusively foreign-funded enterprises. Over the past ten years, 6,179 agreements (contracts), with a contract value of over US$5 billion in foreign investment (US$2.276 billion actually used), have been reached between Shenzhen and foreign businessmen.

The establishment of this special economic zone has drawn the attention of the international community interested in socialist China’s development. It has attracted important government parliament and party officials from more than 100 countries and regions and, by the end of 1988, over 2,000 groups, close to 20,000 people, visited Shenzhen to get a close-up view of this booming city. Among them, there were 112 delegations, 2,700 people in all, headed by vice-premiers of their respective governments.

Urban Construction

Many visitors are surprised by the speed of Shenzhen’s urban construction. In 1979, the area of Shenzhen’s city proper was only three square kilometres, with a population of 30,000, and the total area of buildings was only 290,000 square kilometres. Streets were narrow with the to-
Shenzhen mayor LI HAO

tal length of highways reaching only eight kilometres. There was not one police box nor traffic light and the 20-odd small workshop-like factories with no engineers could only produce farm tools, chemical fertilizer and local processed food. Now, however, Shenzhen city proper has expanded to more than 50 square kilometres. Skyscrapers line the streets and newly paved highways, surpassing 200 kilometres in length, are broad and straight. After the completion of its infrastructure, factories, dwelling commercial, first-class hotels and other buildings covering 17 million square metres sprouted immediately in the new development zone.

With such rapid urban construction, a foreign newspaper termed the zone an “overnight city,” while another foreign newspaper said the “explosive speed” of urban construction is rare in the world.

Economic Growth

The economic growth of Shenzhen, like its construction, is also fast. The following are the latest statistics from the Shenzhen municipality.

From the above statistics, one can see that during 1979-88, Shenzhen’s economic indexes have increased, first several, then dozens and, more recently, hundreds of times over, and that the average annual rate of increase, except 14 percent in agriculture, exceeded 40 percent with some even surpassing 80 percent.

A scholar, Liu Zhigeng, writes in his book Probe Into the Development of Shenzhen’s Economy, “After World War II, every decade has witnessed an economic miracle—Federal Germany in the 1950s, Japan in the 1960s, Singapore, South Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan in the 1970s, and Shenzhen in China’s mainland in the 1980s.” According to Liu, although it is inaccurate to some extent to compare Shenzhen with the countries and regions mentioned above, the amazing growth rate of Shenzhen’s economy over the past few years will be felt well beyond the city’s boundary.

Further Opening

“Shenzhen’s most valuable ex-
Yanshan—Production Takes Command!

The Beijing Yanshan Petrochemical Corporation is the largest petrochemical complex in China. It has 50 sets of production devices and processes over 200 kinds of petrochemical products and has an annual output value of RMB 3.3 billion yuan. Yanshan hands over RMB 1.87 billion yuan in profits in the form of taxes to the state. In 1987 Yanshan imported two complete manufacturing systems from a US company so it could produce 60,000 tons of styrene and 50,000 tons of polystyrene respectively. After both systems come into full operation this year China will be able to make enough styrene and polystyrene to supply its domestic market.

Photos by Sun Yi

Installing, section-by-section, a styrene rig.

A distant view of the styrene and polystyrene construction site.
Workers laying underground pipes.

Workers putting up the factory.

Putting in the finishing touches to construction work are deputy manager Liu Enchang (2nd right), and director Wang Shike (1st right).

Earthwork in progress.
Painting overhead steel girders to prevent rust.

Engineers doing quality inspection.
Heading up most work is Situ Zexiang (2nd left), deputy-manager at Yanshan Petrochemical.

American engineering expert John Davis (2nd left) discussing construction work with some of the Chinese staff.

Scaffolders scaling the peaks.
Experience over the past ten years has been its opening to the outside world,” said Li Hao, the mayor of Shenzhen, in his interview with the reporters. “And, in order to gain greater progress, it is necessary to carry the open policy further so as to adapt ourselves to the world's competitive economic environment. The closed-door policy,” he announced, “is no longer in keeping with the times.”

But how should its doors be further opened to the outside? According to Li, through deepening reform, a socialist mechanism, operating in accordance with international practice, should be built in the zone and various markets—financial, exchange, production material, intellectual and labour—should be established to meet the needs of the commodity economy. At the same time, some 200-300 corresponding laws and regulations need to be drawn up so that foreign businessmen can conduct their production, management and other activities on the basis of recognized international practice.

In order to realize this goal, Li said, Shenzhen will gradually open its first front (Shenzhen's boundary line with Hong Kong) and control the second front (the line between Shenzhen and other regions of the mainland), making the place a “Hong Kong” within China's mainland.

In that case, won't Shenzhen become a capitalist city? Li, an old Party member, who in his young days made a contribution to the birth of the Republic, answered with confidence and assurance, “No, because, politically, the special zone accepts the leadership of the Communist Party of China, economically, socialist public ownership predominates and ideologically, it is led by Marxism. The zone’s regime is part of the people's democratic dictatorship under the leadership of the Chinese government.”

Development Prospects

People are unabashedly optimistic towards Shenzhen’s development prospects for the following reasons: Reform and opening to the outside world are China’s basic policies and will remain unchanged; after nine years of construction, Shenzhen has retained a favourable investment environment and has a relatively strong economy; the world economy, as predicted by some international economists, is confronting a major readjustment, and will possibly shift its focus to the Pacific regions centred in Hong Kong, Shenzhen and Zhujiang (Pearl River) Delta, thus offering a good opportunity and favourable international environment. In addition, the agreement reached between the Chinese and British governments returns Hong Kong to China in 1997, a move which will further accelerate not only Hong Kong's economy but Shenzhen’s as well.

By the end of this century, the municipal representatives noted that the following goals for Shenzhen’s development are expected to be met: gross domestic product will reach 29 billion yuan, up from 7.3 billion yuan in 1988, with the per-capita output value increasing to 17,000 yuan. Shenzhen will then reach the level of a moderately developed country.

“Light, small, unique, and new” industries will be encouraged, to develop projects of high technology and advanced knowledge as well as agriculture, foreign trade, finance, transportation, telecommunication, tourism and other industries, and Shenzhen will thus be built into a comprehensive special economic zone focusing on foreign-oriented and multi-functional industries.

The zone will be a major export base. The total export value will rise from US$1.85 billion in 1988 to US$5-6 billion in the year 2000.

Shenzhen will take the lead in establishing a system based on international practice so that both domestic and foreign businessmen will, under the protection of the special zone’s laws and regulations, carry out their production, management and other business activities with confidence.
What Does ‘The River Dies Young’ Advocate?

Following is the full text of Yi Jiayan’s article. Subheads are ours.--Ed.

After being broadcast, the TV series The River Dies Young has evoked strong repercussions and heated debates among the large audience and in ideological and theoretical circles. To take “an overall view” of a 5,000-year-old historical civilization is an arduous project and it is natural to have different views. To carry deep-going discussions around this question is even more absolutely necessary. The writers of the TV series have expressed their concern and anxiety with a view to changing China’s backward status. However, owing to the lack of sufficient background in theory and knowledge and the lack of a serious attitude, many basic theses and judgments in the TV series are incorrect and even harmful.

Here, I’d like to air some of my views.

Historical Idealism

The River Dies Young actually sings an elegy to the whole Chinese nation. It not only declares the decline and premature end of the so-called “Huanghe (Yellow) River civilization” (or Chinese culture) but totally negates the long-standing cultural tradition of a great nation.

The author has asserted, “The sun of Asia has fallen from the sky.

“To simply rely on this piece of loess and this Yellow River can no longer breed any new culture.

“Brand-new civilization can never again trickle from the Yellow River.

“This piece of yellowish brown land cannot teach us what is the real scientific spirit.

“The savage Yellow River cannot teach us what is true democratic consciousness.

“Fate has merely arranged such a space of existence for the Chinese.”

This is typical national nihilism and pessimism, and typical historical fatalism as well.

Instead of using historical materialism and the views on the changes of the mode of production and various social factors to explain China’s history, The River Dies Young explains China’s history with historical idealism, the theory on the decisive role of geographical conditions and such views as the Chinese are inherently stupid and inferior. Its authors believe that history is “decided by the nature of civilization” while “the nature of civilization” is decided by geographical conditions. The TV series says, the Chinese “are not like the European nations who live around the Mediterranean nor are they like the Americans who live between two large oceans.” The Chinese “are sentimentally attached to the continent and cannot surmount the restraints of the land and march towards the sea.” This has decided “China’s historical fate” and the backward, disconnected and conservative nature of this kind of “continental civilization” or “yellow civilization.” They conclude, “Yellow River civilization” is a kind of “civilization of failure.”

Without any analysis The River Dies Young satirizes and negates such symbols of the Chinese nation as the Yellow River and the Great Wall. It even takes “yellow water,” “loess (yellow land in Chinese),” “soyabean (yellow bean in Chinese),” “glutinous millet (yellow rice in Chinese)” and “yellow skin” as the backward and hopeless symbols of Chinese culture. This is a great insult to the 1 billion Chinese people, including the “descendants of the Yellow Emperor” residing in Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan and elsewhere in the world where it has already aroused strong aversion and criticism.

The Chinese nation has a strong cohesive force. Therefore, despite the tangled warfare among separatist warlords, the aggression and partition of imperialist powers in history, China is still able to keep its vast territory unified after repeated struggles. The authors of the TV series, however, have adopted a skeptical or even a satirical attitude towards the efforts of national unification in China’s history. They claim what stood opposite “a great number of states” and “divided territory” in Western Europe, Japan and India during the Middle Ages was the “only vast and unified territory of China.” This is a piece of backward “hardened land” and “the spectre of a unified domain still seems to wander over China’s land,” which, they believe, should be negated. This view, which denies the unification of the Chinese nation and advocates “the standing of a great number of states” and “divided territory” in China, is harmful to the unification of the motherland and
People's Daily Editor's Note

Following is the Renmin Ribao (People's Daily) editor's note to the recently published article by Yi Jiayan. The signed article is titled "What Does 'The River Dies Young' Advocate?"—Ed.

In the second half of last year, The River Dies Young, a major documentary, known in the West as "River Elegy," was shown on TV twice, evoking repercussions both at home and abroad. In the words of Su Xiaokang, chief writer of the TV series, The River Dies Young "attracted a lot of attention from the public." However, despite the numerous acclams, many people aired different views. Some questioned in anger, "What on earth does The River Dies Young advocate?" This article was written in October 1988, and is now published for the first time.

The writer used the penname "Yi Jiayan" which means "views of one school." For any controversial works, anybody of course should have the right to participate in the debate. But, after Yi Jiayan's article was completed, Zhao Ziyang clearly expressed his view, "It should not be published." At the same time, he presented a set of video tapes of the TV series to a foreign guest and told him "it's worth watching." Does this conform to the principle of "letting a hundred schools of thought contend?" It is quite right that we propose that the Party interferes less in specific literary and art works and academic questions on the premise that these disciplines adhere to the leadership of the political principles and political direction of literature and art. From this issue we can also find that the implication and political inclination of Zhao Ziyang's "less interference and involvement" in literary and art works are fundamentally different from the Party's propositions. In fact, he proposes that the large body of people who adhere to Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought in the literary and art circles should become less involved, and the few people who insist on bourgeois liberalization in the literary and art circles should become more involved. Otherwise, while saying "less interference and less involvement," why did he still interfere in another person's article and ban its publication?

"Serve the people, serve socialism" is the direction of our literary and art workers. We hope the literary and art workers seriously study and carry out the gist of the documents of the Fourth Plenary Session of the 13th Party Central Committee and the important speeches made by Deng Xiaoping and adhere to the four cardinal principles (adherence to the socialist road, to the people's democratic dictatorship, to the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, and to Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought) in a clear-cut stand, oppose bourgeois liberalization and stick to the direction of "serve the people and serve socialism" so that our literary and art undertakings can play a greater role in the building of socialist material civilization and socialist culture and ethics.

"Letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools of thought contend" has been a consistent principle of our Party. In the future, we will continue to firmly carry out this principle to promote the prosperity of the country's literature and art and promote the development of theories. This is conducive to our great socialist cause."
(1937-45) and the Liberation War (1945-49) on a par with the “cultural revolution” (1966-76) and included them all in the “periodic social turbulence” which “appeared every seven or eight years” and which should be negated. The TV series does not even mention a word about the heroic struggles against imperialist aggression since the Opium War. It belittles and satirizes Lin Zexu, Wei Yuan and Deng Shichang, expressing the authors’ undesirable attitudes towards Chinese people’s struggle for national independence.

In this way, The River Dies Young has fundamentally misrepresented Chinese history, particularly the contemporary and modern history since the Opium War. It is not accidental that it does not mention Sun Yat-sen, Lu Xun and other great revolutionaries and thinkers who made outstanding contributions in the development and implementation of change in China’s historical fate, while expounding China’s contemporary and modern history.

The River Dies Young does not give any historical account of the people’s revolution to overthrow imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat-capitalism under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party. The birth of the People’s Republic of China that changed the balance of power in the world, the elimination of the exploitation system and the introduction of socialist construction in China were also ignored. The only historical event after the founding of the People’s Republic of China that the TV series mentioned here is the “leap forward” and the “unprecedented great cultural revolution.” The Communist Party and its leader, Mao Zedong, appear again and again as a negative and taunted target in the TV series. The authors lament that China lost the chance to select “capitalism” in its contemporary and modern history. It proclaims, for practical purposes, the complete failure of the historical experience of the socialist road achieved under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party by using Marxism to examine Chinese society and choosing the new-democratic revolution. It thus gives Chinese history the biggest twist.

The River Dies Young has not only refuted the necessity of implementing socialism in China, but also the necessity of the Russian October Revolution. Quoting the words of Plekhanov, it tries to make people believe that the political power seized under the leadership of Lenin was “too early” and “overstepped the necessary development stage” so that the “economy suffered a disastrous failure.”

The River Dies Young asserts categorically, “The death knell of capitalism predicted long ago by Marx has not sounded yet.” It means that the replacement of capitalism by socialism is only a kind of “Utopian” fantasy. However, isn’t the establishment of the socialist system in many countries, including the October Revolution and the Chinese revolution a vivid expression of the historical process of the inevitable doom of capitalism? Just like capitalism which is unlikely to appear in all countries at the same time, the socialist system cannot be established simultaneously in all countries either. The River Dies Young says nothing about the great guiding role played by Marxism in the practice and in the historical process of the Chinese revolution. It seems that Marxism no longer plays any role in the “cultural rethinking” and “historical changes” in China. Marxism has been actually turned into a backward “traditional concept” that should be fundamentally changed.

Extols Capitalism and Advocates Westernization

The River Dies Young has tried hard to extol and prettify Western civilization, or the European and blue civilization i.e., the capitalist civilization. It says, “Capitalism, by moving the two wheels of industrial revolution and free trade, has developed by leaps and bounds and started the dual historical cantata of science and democracy.” But, it does not say a word about the sanguinary and criminal history of old-line imperialism which invaded, plundered and trampled China underfoot for more than a century under the signboard of free trade. This history of imperialism was completely removed in the TV series.

The River Dies Young has propagated the “theory of Eurocentrism,” claiming that only capitalism can save China and that “complete” Westernization and taking the road of “blue civilization” (capitalist civilization) is the only way out for China. The “blue civilization” has been regarded by the TV series as the “new dawn.” To save the “wane of civilization,” the only way is to “open the country’s door wide to the outside world” and “usher in the new dawn of science and democracy.” It also claims that it is the “only choice” which should not be rejected. This “choice” is meant to change the “colour” of our civilization. The reform advocated in the TV series is, in fact, aimed to replace the so-called “yellow civilization” with the “blue civilization” by “letting the continuous, heavy rain of the blue ocean civilization fall on the dried yellow land.” Besides this, it holds that the foreign “concession” in China is not a “hotbed of crime,” but the “pioneer of civilization.”

Although The River Dies Young has talked much about the reform and opening up, its
stance does not comply with the Party Central Committee and Comrade Deng Xiaoping’s policy of reform and opening to the outside world, and it also runs counter to the target of building China into a Chinese-type powerful, modern socialist country. Reform and opening up do not mean “total acceptance of Westernization” and following the capitalist road. As early as 1979, Comrade Deng xiaoping pointed out, “Some people have spread the view that socialism is not better than capitalism. We should refute this view.” This admonishment is still valid.

Authors of The River Dies Young assert that “the Chinese intellectuals have always depended on political power,” “have not formed an independent social group and have lacked an independent consciousness of character.” It is precisely that many advanced intellectuals, under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party and together with the labouring people, have conscientiously plunged themselves in the great revolution and construction and displayed their talents and strength. How can they say that China’s ideological and cultural pioneers have not any “independent consciousness of character”? At the same time, they declare, The River Dies Young not only proves that an elite cultural group with independent academic thinking has taken shape, but also displays the achievements of these people’s independent thinking about the nation’s destiny.” They have also lauded themselves to be the representatives of the “entire cultural elite” and claimed that The River Dies Young “has placed the solicitude shown by the whole stratum of cultural elite about the fate of the nation” and “provided a new world outlook” for the Chinese people.” In fact, they have regarded themselves as an independent leading force of China’s ongoing social reforms which is “independent of any political power.”

Unscrupulous Scholarship

The scholarship of The River Dies Young is careless. It does not talk about the internal relations of things. Instead, it metaphorically puts together some phenomena and sentences found sporadically and conducts superficial historical comparisons between them, a practice which had been opposed by Marx. They did not check the facts, misquoted passages and even adopted a distorted attitude towards Marxist classicals. The TV series says, for instance, that after the May 4th Movement, “Western culture and ideology including Marxism were widely spread in China.” This proposition has dismissed the fact that the “West” is a political concept, negated the bourgeois nature of “Western culture and ideology” and the completely different nature of Marxism and “Western culture and ideology,” and reduced Marxism to a dependent position of “Western culture and ideology.” Another example is that while talking about the Opium War (1840-1842), it first says that the closed-door situation in China was broken by Britain and then quotes a passage from Marx’s article. The aim of The River Dies Young is to use the words of Marx to prove that Britain made contributions by launching the Opium War. However, this article was neither written in 1840 nor did it talk about the Opium War. Written in 1853, it praises the revolution of the Heavenly Kingdom. Marx pointed out in explicit terms that the outbreak of the revolution was “propelled” by the British guns and the sales of opium with the help of gunds. Marx’s condemnation of the British invasion and the TV series’ beautification of the invasion have nothing in common. Furthermore, although Germany is an economically developed country, it is hard to infer that the “ocean civilization” can be applied to it. What then is the civilization of many economically backward maritime countries? Other examples of poor scholarship include: The TV series indicates that Zhang Heng (78-139), a scientist and writer of Eastern Han and inventor of the seismic instrument, was at the post of an official for only “several days,” ignoring the fact that he had been at the post for 14 years. Zu Chongzhi (429-500), a scientist of the Southern Dynasties, and Song Yingxing (1507-?), a scientist of the Ming Dynasty, were in the official circles for a fairly long period of time. However, the authors arbitrarily say that “they were clad in cotton clothes” (meaning they were not officials). Wölfgang, a place where Zhuge Liang (181-234), a statesman and strategist in the period of the Three Kingdoms, lived and farmed, becomes his “eternal sleep” place in the TV series. Numerous similar cases appear in the TV series. This flawed “hodgepodge” was even regarded as the “breakthrough” and the “highest achievement” in China’s ideological circles, and the appearance of The River Dies Young as a “new enlightenment movement.” This practice of blowing their own trumpet has aroused people’s scorn.

The above are some major views dealing with The River Dies Young. These important questions merit more discussion, however, space restrictions prevent further detailed analysis. Different views should be fully reflected and it is our hope that the problem will be approached in a multifarious way, based on a good grasp of materials.
Foreign Investment in Qinhuangdao Growing

Foreign investment in Qinhuangdao, one of China's 14 coastal open cities, is now heating up. Statistics released in late June showed that foreign businessmen had invested US$539 million in Qinhuangdao to establish 44 Sino-foreign joint ventures, 37 of which were productive enterprises. At the Beidaihe Summer Commodity Fair held in early July, foreign investment showed a comfortable upturn. During the fair, businessmen from Japan, Indonesia, Australia, the United States and South Korea as well as Hong Kong signed investment contracts for several large projects worth more than US$100 million. For example, Sakagutchi, a Japanese businessman, was so satisfied with the investment environment when he made his first trip to Qinhuangdao last year that he then decided to invest US$21.38 million to establish the Qinhuangdao Sakagutchi Wire Rod Co. Ltd. His solely owned enterprise has an annual output of 12,000 tons of stainless steel wire rod and similar products, all of which are sold abroad. On May 15, this year, Sakagutchi came to Qinhuangdao again and obtained his business licence.

A South Korean businessman said that the future development of the Asian economy would mainly be in China. However, he is not content with investment in a single production line and is hoping to obtain land in Qinhuangdao to develop and produce a variety of products.

At the Beidaihe Summer Commodity Fair, a Taiwan businessman signed contracts with his mainland counterparts in Qinhuangdao to produce high-grade shoes for export. He said that a good businessman always pays a lot of attention to commercial opportunities, and that he wouldn’t miss a good chance to invest on the mainland. He plans to invest US$20 million to establish a joint venture to produce nylon oxford.

A representative of a Hong Kong company, Zhang said that his company plans to invest more than 4 billion yuan to develop real estate and tourism in Nandaihe, Qinhuangdao.

So far, one of the foreign-funded enterprises in operation in Qinhuangdao has a loss. For instance, a Sino-Australian joint venture which was put into operation in 1987, the Hua Yan Bundy Tubing Co., spent only one and a half years recouping all of its investment. According to the Australian plan, the needs of the market would require the opening of another production line, whose one-shift output would be 12 percent higher than the one-shift output of the Australian Bundy Corp. With this strategy, the product rejection rate dropped from 10 percent to 1.1 percent. Jeff Schwarz, director of the Australian side, said his Chinese workers were talented and the Australian concern was very pleased with them.

by Xie Yun

Italy Wins Bid in Tyre Item

The Pirelli Company of Italy won its bid to supply the Italian equipment that will allow China to annually produce 300,000 steel-belted radial tyres at the end of July. Moreover, it is China's first industrial item by an Asian Development Bank loan.

As an item with the largest investment during the recent time in Qingdao, Shandong Province, and the state's key technical renovation project, this item will be undertaken by the Qingdao No.2 Rubber Factory. This kind of tyres is urgently needed to replace the old generation and represents a great leap in science and technology for China.

For recent years, China's automobile industry has developed as rapidly as its import of the tyre equipment and technology. Besides the Qingdao No.2 Rubber Factory, the Italian company has so far teamed up with the following two Chinese factories for tyre production: the Hualin Rubber Factory, Heilongjiang Province and the Beijing Tyre Factory.

by Xie Yun

Foreign Exchange To Be Co-ordinated

Foreign-exchange donations to not-for-profit organizations by overseas Chinese and compatriots from Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan can be converted at the foreign exchange co-ordination centre, stipulated by the State Administration of Exchange Control (SAEC) recently.

The ruling also said that foreign exchange received by Chinese governments at all levels for disaster relief can also be converted into RMB through the co-ordination centres.

A SAEC official, Li Yanping, said that RMB funds changed through the foreign exchange co-ordination centres must be used in accordance with the donors' letters of intent and that use of funds for other ends is prohibited.

by Xie Yun
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Previous to the change in regulations, donors were often limited to giving items in kind instead of donating foreign currency which was difficult to convert at a fair exchange rate.

The foreign exchange co-ordination centres will generally grant an exchange rate for such donation 60-70 percent above the official exchange rate.

China has established more than 90 foreign exchange co-ordination centres across the land.

by Yao Jianguo

Import Goods See Licensing

Nine commodities including automobiles, motorcycles, motorcycle engines, refrigerators, freezer compressors, air-conditioners, air-conditioner compressors, television sets (both colour and black-and-white), and TV display tubes have been slated for quality licences starting May 1, 1990, said the State Administration for the Inspection of Import and Export Commodities (SAIIEC). This is China's first batch of commodities included in its special "List of Import Commodity Quality Certificate System."

In explaining the new licence requirement, the SAIIEC's Director Zhu Zhenyuan said the first batch of commodities are machinery and electronic products that will have a great impact on China's economic climate, and consumers' health and safety. The commodities selected for licensing are vital to the interests of everyone, and must be strictly inspected.

Over the last few years, many quality problems appeared. It was a matter of concern that defects related to safety, more than quality, were discovered in these nine kinds of imported commodities.

For example, the 210,042 refrigerators inspected last year, 16,171 were not up to standard; 22,576 of the 120,832 colour TV sets inspected were found to be of poor quality; and 216,443 of the 692,758 TV display tubes inspected were also turned to be below standard. Zhu said that it is necessary for these commodities to carry quality certificates before entering the market.

In addition, the SAIIEC will continue to add commodities to the list. These commodities included in the new inspection list will be checked for safety and quality. Items that meet China's safety laws and standards will carry the administration's seal or have a quality licence when they come into the domestic market.

The SAIIEC has been busy preparing and formulating the rules, regulations and standards that will be included in the new inspection system.

Meanwhile, the provinces of Hubei, Jilin, Shaanxi and Guangdong and cities of Shanghai and Beijing are authorized to deal with the routine duties of import commodity quality certificates, while nine commodity inspection offices will be responsible for checking the safety of imported commodities.

by Li Ning

News in Brief

- The world's largest ship paint producer, Coutaualds Coatings Ltd. of Britain and the Shanghai Kailin Paint Co. signed a 25-year joint-venture contract in Shanghai on July 30.

The joint venture, the International Paint of Shanghai Co. Ltd., has a total investment of US$5.8 million with the British partner putting in 51 percent and Chinese side investing 49 percent.

The joint venture will produce ship paint, offshore drilling platform paint and yacht paint with an annual production capacity of 6,000 tons. Two thirds of the output will be used for domestic ocean-going ships while one third will be for export. All products will be marketed under the British trademark.

- China's Torch Programme is flaring to success. On August 5, the State Science and Technology Commission declared that 30 more projects would be added to this year's Torch Programme to bring the total to 234.

The Torch Programme which began in August 1988 was aimed at the commercialization and industrialization of China's high technology. These undertakings, plus last year's 38 items, can be completed over a short period and be easily integrated into various markets. Li Xue, minister of the State Science and Technology Commission, said that the input-output ratio in all Torch projects will reach 1:5, and the ratio between input and the annual increase in profit will be 1:1. At present, organizations from the United States, the Federal Republic of Germany and Norway as well as some other countries in China have expressed their deep interest in cooperating in Torch Programme.

- The Beijing Great Wall Sheraton Hotel has realized profits of more than 5 million yuan from 1988 despite having to cover capital and interest costs. The Great Wall has completely paid back its bankers US$1.5 million in circulating fund and a 5 million yuan loan.

The Great Wall was cofinanced by the Beijing branch of China International Travel Service and E-S Pacific Development and Construction Co. Ltd. Since its operation on June 20, 1984, the hotel's volume of business has surpassed 600 million yuan and it has handed over to the state more than 80 million yuan in taxes and profits.
New Film an Epic of China’s Revolutionary War

The Great Kunlun Mountain, a new feature film produced by the August 1 Film Studio, gives a vivid portrayal of Mao Zedong and his comrades in smashing Chiang Kai-shek’s concentrated attack on the Communist liberated areas in 1947.

In March 1947, Chiang Kai-shek deployed 200,000 of his crack troops to encircle Yanan, then housing the headquarters of the Communist Party, after he failed in his all-out attack on the liberated areas in 1946. In sharp contrast with the Kuomintang’s enormous army, the Communist force had no more than 20,000 men. To avoid direct confrontation with the Kuomintang troops, the Communist force and local people voluntarily abandoned Yanan and took a mobile defence. Mao Zedong himself commanded one detachment, formed mainly by headquarters staff, taking the code name of the Kunlun Column, to force its way through the blockade of the Kuomintang troops. Mao successfully pinned down the enemy’s main force and at the same time directed the struggle in other battle areas.

The film’s opening scene is very impressive. In a cave house typical of northwestern China, Mao is saying goodbye to his friend, Anna Louis Strong, one of the most famous American journalists to cover the liberated areas. When asked about the time and place of a possible get-together, Mao promises Strong that it would be “three or five years later, in Beijing or Nanjing,” implying that Mao was confident of a total victory over Chiang Kai-shek.

In one of those talks Mao made one of his most famous statements, “Imperialists and all the reactionaries are paper tigers.”

Mao was then facing the deadly encirclement of his paper tigers armed with modern American weapons and fed with American munitions. Strong understood well the determination and self-confidence of the Communists. In Mao’s words, “We Communists do not want to fight for even a day. However if we are forced to, we are confident that we can fight to our final victory.”

Mao, hero of the film, was no doubt the most brilliant figure in this critical moment of Communist history. Instead of eulogizing him as a legendary Communist leader, however, the film makes great effort to depict Mao as an ordinary revolutionary, unveiling the mystic shadow cast around him over the long years of too heavy a dose of propaganda. From the film, people are able to have a closer vision of Mao, not only as a revolutionary leader, but also as a person of human feelings. His wisdom, his strategy, his passion as well as his temper all contribute to the credibility of his outstanding personality. Mao’s image greatly impresses an audience who for quite a long period has cherished a passionate and blind worship of him. The film is successful in exposing the psychological emotions of Mao when he and his men withdrew from Yanan where he had lived for 12 years, in the face of the pending attack of the Kuomintang troops. This was a critical moment for the Communists, a turning point both for Mao Zedong and Chiang Kai-shek.

The film also makes a detailed portrayal of Mao as an ordinary person. A chain smoker, and an optimistic character of humour,
Mao got along very well with his comrades, many of whom later became Party and government leaders in the People's Republic. The film shows that Mao was by no means a formidable statesman, but rather a friendly, compatible colleague. He argued and even lost his temper with his comrades on some issues but he respected their opinions and sometimes apologized for his impropriety. After seeing the film, researchers on Party history and revolutionary veterans said that the film gives a true and correct account of the struggle in that period. Many critics commented that in the film, "Mao returned to the human world from the heavens where he had been inaccessible to common people."

Along with characterizations, the film also tries to present the historical events such as the battle at Qinghuabian, the retaking of Panlong and victories at other theatres in central and eastern China.

The film also displays its artistic accomplishment in portraying Chiang Kai-shek, Mao's counterpart. For a long time, Chiang has been depicted as a good-for-nothing tyrant. This time, Chiang Kai-shek in the film is closer to his real self. He is self-willed and arrogant, saying that he would demolish the Reds within half a year. But he is also possessed by some of the qualities required of a leader, both good and bad. He is also a man of human feelings, as shown in the film when he sheds tears on the death of his best commanders and soldiers. The actor, Sun Feihu, has become well-known for his portrayal of Chiang Kai-shek.

However, actress Guan Suishuang is an exception. She is so versatile that she excels in all the main types of roles. She sings superbly and displays breathtaking acrobatic feats in the fighting scenes.

In the play "Yang Yanhui Visits His Mother," she first plays the charming, clever young princess who is full of humour. In the next scene, she plays another type of role, a brave, alert young general on patrol duty. Lasty, she becomes a stately and austere old empress dowager, mother of the princess.

In the "Romance of an Iron Bow" she plays both female and male role, making a thorough characterization of a beautiful, courageous and resourceful woman.

In the play "Muke Stockaded Village," she first plays a passionate, young girl with powerful fighting skills. In the next scene, she becomes the bearded, middle-aged commander-in-chief of the enemy army.

In "Lu Bu and Diao Chan," she first plays the young beauty Diao Chan, who is being used as a temptress in a political plot to win over the haughty general Lu Bu. Then she impersonates Lu Bu in the final scene.

These all-round skills have won her unanimous acclaim from dra-
ma critics. And people often queue up overnight for tickets to her performances.

Guan credits her versatility to her teacher, Dai Qixia, an eminent actress who now lives in Taiwan. "Had it not been for her training, I could not have acquired such a variety of skills," Guan said at an interview in Kunming.

"We spoke to each other over the telephone in March 1988, when I was giving performances in Hong Kong. My teacher said she would have come to see me if she had known earlier," Guan said.

Guan is now head of the Peking Opera Troupe of Yunnan Province, and concentrates on teaching. Though now 60, she looks much younger than her age, with limpid eyes. She is an eloquent conversationalist with an iota of affectation about her.

Despite her fame, Guan still leads a simple life. She lives in a three-room flat in an old building. The rooms are small and the furniture is old and simple.

I learned later that Yunnan Peking Opera Troupe had built better flats for its senior staff, but Guan declined to take one.

While on tour, Guan would travel, eat and have the same accommodations as other members of the troupe, and she never permitted herself any special treatment.

Born into a poor family, Guan was indentured as a Peking Opera apprentice at the age of 14. An apprentice's life then was very hard. She had to work at the same time as a servant for her master's family. Yet she persevered for six years in practicing all the strict exercises required of a good player.

She made her stage debut in mid-nineteen River" and others, in spite of the language barrier.

I asked her why Peking Opera is no longer popular with Chinese young people.

She admitted that this was true and said one reason was that there are now many more kinds of entertainment. With a TV set at home, people are reluctant to go to the theatre at night unless there is something exceptional to be seen.

Also, few young players train as hard as in the old days, with the result that their performances don't have much appeal. Another reason is that the "cultural revolution" has made many young people ignorant of the classical arts in China, including Peking Opera.

She also suggested that a theatrical troupe should not remain in one city but should regularly go on tours, as in the old days, so that audiences have more chances of seeing something new.

Guan said that her troupe is rehearsing the play "Wu Zetian," whose scenario was written by Tian Han, famous playwright hounded to death during the "cultural revolution."

Guan will play the title role Wu Zetian, the only empress in Chinese history who held state power for 20 years (684-705) during the Tang Dynasty (618-907).

"This is a new challenge to me. I shall have to portray a deep, wise and despotic political figure," she said.

by Zhang Huimin

Herbs Make Male Pill

Two Chinese herbs may be the basis of a male pill, according to Chinese scientists. Tests using Tripterygium wilfordii and the Kunming wild crabapple found they had a strong counter-fertility effect in men and will hopefully form the basis for an ideal male contraceptive.

Professor Qian Shaozhen, who sits on the directive committee of the World Health Organization's (WHO) counter-male fertility directive committee and who is also an expert in contraception, announced the findings at an international conference on fertility and counte- fertility in Nanjing.

Both Chinese and foreign experts showed a strong interest in applying the findings that promise to make a contribution to global population control.

Tripterygium wilfordii and Kunming wild crabapple have both been mainly against rheumatoid arthritis. In recent years, however, tests suggested that the use of the two herbs had resulted in sharp decreases in sperm counts.

The Birth Control Research Institute of Jiangsu Province conducted a number of tests which confirmed that the herbs had a strong counter-fertility effect on male white rats.

They then continued their research together with other related units in Beijing, Shanghai and Nanjing which involved a year's observation on 26 rheumatoid arthritis and dermatosis patients who were using the two Chinese herbs.

The study showed that the herbs had a strong counter-fertility effect on the patients without any apparent side effects. It was also found that fertility was restored two months after the patients stopped using the herbs.

So far there has not been a satisfactory male counter-fertility drug produced that is both safe and effective and China's study for a herbal-based male contraceptive has attracted attention from medical circles around the world.

Research into the counter-fertility effect of Tripterygium wilfordii has been conducted in China with WHO backing since 1986. In 1987, China listed that research as a key item in its Seventh Five-Year Plan.

Now that there has been the separation of the effective chemical elements, further work remains both in weeding out any possible toxic effects and in the actual production of the male contraception medicine.
Chen Lusheng was born in Yangzhong County, Jiangsu Province, in 1956. He now is an editor of the People’s Art Publishing House. Chen is a young artist specializing in the theory of art and ink and wash paintings. His works blend traditional Chinese drawing skills with the modern style of seeking and exploring.
Plum-brand glassware has enjoyed a 36-year history of export to more than 80 countries and regions. With improved technology, new variety, better style and packaging, our company's products receive favourable comments from consumers wherever they are sold.

Now the assortment of Plum-brand glassware include the following products:

1. Machine-moulded products: These include various kinds of cups, beer glasses, teacups, drinking glasses, milk glasses, ash trays, sugar bowls, glass bowls and coffee cups.

2. Machine-blown cups: These include plain-glass cups, printed-glass cups and carved cups in various styles, volumes and models.

3. Broad assortments of individually blown products: These include plain-glass cups, carved cups, scenic patterns, colourless wine glasses, colourless cut glass vases, jacketed vases, colourless beer sets, seven-piece drinking sets of cups and vessels.

With varied models, new styles, bright colour and high transparency, the various kinds of glassware are ideal for big or small banquets, restaurants, bars and family use. In addition to the above-mentioned goods customers can also choose from and order the products made by the Tianjin Light Industrial Products Import & Export Corp. that offers sales services and can also process goods according to buyers' samples (including designs).